
The NMAX-200 series cap heat press machine is with Fast-heating head, strong support base, simple
operation. It features a reliable timer, buzzer, digital heat controls and consistent pressure adjustments.  
                                                                                                                           
It is perfect for hats sublimation, with humanized design for the cap heat press. Automatic Release
function can freely place the transmission quickly, the cap press machine is easy to finish large
orders.                                                

With 4 sizes cap base, 72*138mm,78*125mm, 100*138mm & 102*161.5mm, the hat heat press can be
used to transfer almost the popular caps.
 

NMAX-200 is precision temperature control, easy cap fixing, and versatile T-shirt transfers define this
15x15cm hobby press. Crafters and DIY enthusiasts will love its user-friendly design for creating
professional-quality projects.

NMAX-200  is  perfect  for  hats,  mini  craft,  DIY  etc  sublimation,  with  fast  changeable  slide-out

https://www.heatpress.cn/products/Cap-Shoe-Label-Press.htm
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/MAX-CAP-Cap-Heat-Press.html
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/MAX-CAP-Cap-Heat-Press.html
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/DCP-100B-Cap-Heat-Press.html


heater humanized design. Automatic Release function can freely place the transmission quickly, the 2-in-1
press is easy to finish large orders.NMAX-200 is perfect for hats, mini craft, DIY etc sublimation, with fast
changeable  slide-out  heater  humanized  design.  Automatic  Release  function  can  freely  place  the
transmission  quickly,  the  2-in-1  press  is  easy  to  finish  large  orders.





 Model No.  NMAX-CAP-A/ NMAX-CAP-B/ NMAX-200
 Machine Type  Auto Release

 Platen Size  102*203mm
 Under Plate  Changeable

 Base Plate Size
 72*138mm, 78*125mm

 100*138mm & 102*161.5mm

 Controller  GY-06 Digital Time & Temp. Control

 Gas Spring Control  Yes

 Voltage  120V/ 220V

 Power  500-1000W

 Time Range  0-999 sec.

 Maximum Temp.  225 C

 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%

 Packing Size  72*40*63cm/ 72*41*77cm/ 72*42*77cm
 Gross Weight  27kg/ 24kg/26.5kg



All the machines are packed in carton with full wrapped styrofoamand provide with manual.

This cap heat press is idea for cap heat transfer.



 

Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities
without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty



* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.
* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of cups, plates and caps.

 


